SCHOOL DISTRICTS
me a ningful impa ct th ro ugh vo lun te er s
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Where schools and communities connect.
As your school district strives to provide an excellent education for every child, you need a
simple and effective way to engage and manage the volunteers you rely on to support
teachers and students.

VOLY.org is personalized for your school district,
creating visibility and recognition for your key
initiatives and fostering volunteer engagement.

VOLY.org is an easy-to-use, web-based
system that connects school and
community partner volunteers with
hundreds of opportunities to put their
passion for education to work. This fullyhosted, cloud-based solution
lets your volunteers quickly and easily
sign up for opportunities that match
their personal missions and individual
schedules—from their computers or
their mobile devices.

Share unlimited volunteer opportunities.
• Engage your parents and partners through your unique district-level VOLY.org landing
page and individual pages for each campus.
• Post unlimited one-time or repeating volunteer opportunities. Use photos to capture the
attention of individuals and groups who share a passion for education.

Track and manage volunteers – on a
computer or mobile device.
• VOLY.org provides automated
tools for tracking, scheduling and
reporting volunteer activity. Report
data can be easily exported for
presentation purposes.
• Event rosters, pre-assigned
hours and remote check-in make
capturing volunteer hours a breeze.
Send automatic reminders to each
volunteer you approve, and thank you
notes when hours are reported.

VOLY.org eliminates the need to manage
individual spreadsheets and databases,
easing the administrative budget of tracking,
managing, and reporting volunteers.

• Your district’s dashboard provides at-a-glance views for upcoming needs and historical
data of your volunteer usage, making volunteer administration a snap.

District volunteers and VOLY.org:
the perfect match.

VOLY.org enables the perfect match between
your school or district volunteers.

It’s simple to create, roll out and
manage your specific district and
school-sponsored activities. As
volunteers participate, the system
“learns” their interests and sends them
recurring and new opportunities of
a similar nature via a weekly email,
encouraging them to continue and
increase their volunteer efforts.

Custom solutions for your unique needs.
• Develop multiple applications for different volunteer positions to automate volunteer
screening and selection.
• Online training can be integrated to allow interested volunteers to quickly and easily
complete your requirements, saving you valuable staff time.
• Custom API (Application Program Interface) development is available to allow the
exchange of data from VOLY.org with other district systems.

Save time and money.
Simplify and standardize your volunteer management across your district through
VOLY.org. Engaging and managing a volunteer workforce on numerous campuses
is time-consuming, but the right tool makes the job much easier and less costly.
VOLY.org can help you create faster, more frequent and more meaningful engagement
for your volunteers, improving efficiency for district level and campus level volunteer
coordinators. VOLY.org makes it easier for individuals and groups to become involved in
schools and to place volunteers where they can be the most effective for students.

VOLY.org, VolunteerNow and Volunteers Change Everything
are trademarks of VolunteerNow in the U.S.

Your trusted connection to vital
community needs.
VOLY.org was designed by VolunteerNow—the people who have been immersed in the
volunteering world for the past four decades. We continue to collaborate with our users,
adding new features to provide the most cost effective, easiest to use volunteer
engagement and management solution available today.
You can also trust VOLY.org to protect the security of all private volunteer information against
unauthorized access, because the platform employs state-of-the-art, 256-bit encryption.

VOLY.org at-a-glance
District-specific URL with customized landing page – linked to
your communication system.



Unlimited individual school landing pages integrated into the
district landing page.



District coordinator can push opportunities to schools or
groups of schools.



Create multiple, customized, volunteer applications with built-in
approval process.



Easily link to background checking services or use our integrated
background checking tool, VeriFYI.



Include training requirements for specific volunteer roles.



Track volunteer hours by schools, feeder patterns and
trustee groups.



Create management reports that demonstrate the value of
volunteer activity.



Directly communicate with volunteers – individuals and groups
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